The origami bird is a resource for teaching natural selection. A previous study incorporated the Gamete Mutation Box into the original protocol to assist in understanding the link between DNA mutation and natural selection. Having revised the protocol, we developed computer simulation software, called the Origami Bird Simulator (OBS), for teaching the connection between these two processes and speciation. In this paper, we investigate the effectiveness of the protocol modification and integrating OBS into the protocol of previous study. OBS enables students to witness the speciation process in allopatric origami bird populations through geographic isolation and following reproductive isolation. Results of tests before and after the students' experiment suggest that this new protocol enhances their understanding of the linkages between mutation, natural selection, and speciation.
Background
Evolution is one of the core concepts in understanding modern biology. Several researchers, however, have reported that understanding evolutionary mechanisms is difficult for secondary school and university students, for whom many misconceptions exist (Gregory 2009; Yamanoi et al. 2011) . One of the main issues is that evolution is a complex subject that requires the ability to integrate knowledge of basic concepts such as DNA, natural selection, and speciation, across multiple scales of time, space, and biological organization (Speth et al. 2009 ). Although research studies on evolution education have attempted to mitigate these obstacles, most have focused only on natural selection (Catley 2006) . Thus, techniques to assist understanding the connection between mutation and speciation are still lacking. Furthermore, the most recent version of the "course of study" for high school biology in Japan (Ministry of Education, Science, Sports and Culture 2009) requires that the process by which mutations and natural selection lead to speciation is taught.
Various teaching resources for secondary school students aimed at evolutionary mechanisms have been developed in several countries (Alters and Alters 2001; Yamanoi et al. 2012a, b) . These resources include physical simulations (e.g., Welch 1993; Christensen-Dalsgaard and Kanneworff 2008; Burton and Dobson 2009 ) and computer simulations (e.g., Speth et al. 2009; Jones and Laughlin 2010; Royer and Schultheis 2014) that are useful in students' investigative activities. Although computer programs can simulate the speciation process in a short time, most existing material has not taken advantage of this and has instead focused solely on microevolutionary processes. Development of teaching resources that incorporate both micro-and macroevolutionary processes is highly desirable.
Origami bird is a teaching resource for natural selection with physical simulation developed by Westerling (1992) . Although students are also expected to learn about the process that produces intraspecies variations by mutation through the experiment, they may not understand mutation from a molecular basis because the precise DNA alteration process is not included in the protocol. Yamanoi et al. (2012a) tried to incorporate the DNA mutation process into the original protocol and reported that the enhanced origami bird protocol does promote an understanding of the link between DNA mutation and natural selection amongst Japanese high school students.
In this study, we first modified the enhanced protocol to connect the DNA mutation and natural selection processes smoothly. Then, we developed the computer simulation software, "Origami Bird Simulator" (OBS), to incorporate the speciation process. We expect that this modification and addition should improve students' comprehension of the entire process involving these evolutionary mechanisms by presenting the link between DNA mutation and speciation. The effectiveness of this protocol was confirmed by comparing the responses of Japanese high school students on questionnaires completed before and after participating in the experiment.
Methods

Introduction of "Origami Bird"
The origami bird as a teaching resource for natural selection was developed by Westerling (1992) . Students learn about natural selection by making origami birds (from paper) and throwing them by hand, as one would paper airplanes. As this fictitious bird supposedly lives in arid regions of North Africa, only those birds that can fly the long distances between oases live long enough to breed successfully. The effects of mutations on their phenotypes are determined by a coin flip and a dice throw; the coin flip determines which part of the bird's wings is affected by the mutation, while the dice throw determines how the mutation affects the wing. Morphological changes often affect the bird's ability to fly long distances; only the individual with the longest flying distance in a particular generation survives and breeds. Yamanoi et al. (2012a) modified this protocol to suit the learning of Japanese high school students. In this protocol, DNA alteration that occurs in a bird's offspring is determined by rotating the roulette wheels of the Gamete Mutation Box (GMB), which consists of a short DNA sequence and two roulette wheels. The DNA includes five genes (despite each gene having three bases, the roulette wheels change only one of the three bases) that determine a bird's phenotype (the number of clips, wing color, distances between the forewing and hindwing, and wing size). One of the roulette wheels of the GMB determines the gene that mutates, while the other one determines the base after substitution. After DNA alteration, the student can determine the type of phenotype change caused by the mutation using a "mutation table". For example, if the GMB roulette wheels indicate a mutation of the fourth gene (affecting the size of the wings) from G to A, the mutation table dictates a 1 cm enlargement of both wings. Students create three birds per generation by rotating the GMB's roulette wheels three times per generation to create three offspring. After folding the three birds, they throw them in the corridor adjacent to the classroom to investigate how they "fly". Only the most adaptive bird achieving the longest flight distance of the three survives and reproduces in that generation. Yamanoi et al. (2012a) evaluated the educational effect of their protocol using pre-and post-tests (27 questions on the definition of evolution, natural selection, and mutation) and free comment after the student experiment. They concluded that the students considered mutation correctly as random DNA alteration, which enabled them to understand evolution by linking changes at the DNA level to those at the phenotype level, and rejected teleological thoughts, which are a widespread misconception that Japanese high school students retain even after they have finished high school (Yamanoi et al. 2011) . This improved protocol is valuable and useful for evolution education because it enhances students' understanding of the link between altering the DNA and natural selection. However, their protocol did not include any mention of speciation, thereby denying the students the opportunity of learning the role of mutation in speciation through the experiment.
Modifications to the Protocol of Yamanoi et al. (2012a)
To improve understanding of speciation through geographic isolation and microevolution, we revised the protocol to include two environments with different directional selection. In the first environment with a small number of oases, natural selection favors the individual with the longest flight distance, i.e., one that can reach a scarce oasis. Only this direction of selection was considered in the previous protocol. In the other environment, rich in oases, the individual with the shortest flight distance is selected because it can reach an oasis with the lowest cost. These alternative selections make a difference in the average flight distance of groups after four generations as expected by Yamanoi et al. (2012a) .
The old protocol has a further drawback in that phenotypes do not have a one-to-one correspondence with genotypes. In other words, one genotype can have different phenotypic outcomes depending on the history of mutations. For example, an A-to-G mutation on the locus of the number of clips causes a one clip increase, whereas mutating from A to G through C causes an increase of two clips. To address this problem, we created a "genotype-phenotype mapping table" to replace the "mutation table" in the old protocol (Fig. 1) . Phenotypes, therefore, depend only on the current states of genotypes.
Although it is known that many mutations are neutral, or almost neutral, with a very small effect on fitness (Futuyma 2009) , in this teaching resource, we only considered influential genes (e.g., the HOX gene) affecting body plans of the embryo. Therefore, even a single base substitution could cause extensive changes in a bird's morphology in this system. The teacher discussed this with the students during the experiment.
At the start of the experiment, the teacher explained to the students that a population of origami birds had split into two separate populations owing to geographic isolation, and different phenotypes were favored in the two environments with different numbers of oases, as explained above. The numbers of groups in each environment were adjusted to be almost equal through communication with other groups. After the fourth iteration of the hand-throwing experiment, students wrote their flight distance history on the blackboard in front of the class.
The worksheet for filling in the results was updated to incorporate the genotype-phenotype map and evolutionary trajectories in the two different environments (Fig. 2) . The main differences between the protocol of Yamanoi et al. and our revised protocol are illustrated in Fig. 3 .
Development of Origami Bird Simulator
Although it was expected that students would learn how directional selection shapes the evolutionary trajectory of phenotypes through the hand-throwing experiment, it was difficult to incorporate the concept of speciation into the protocol. Another problem arose in that each step of the experiment took such a long time that only a few generations could be observed in a class. To solve these problems, we developed a computer program that simulates and visualizes the evolution and speciation of origami birds. The software was designed to be used after the hand-throwing experiment, to help students visualize what could be observed if many iterations of the experiment covering many generations were conducted.
The OBS starts at the time an origami bird population splits into two separate populations. The application window has three tabs. In the first two tabs, the user observes the evolution of the two respective populations. The user can alter the parameters (environment, mutation rate, population size, and observation period) for each tab. The environment denotes the abundance of oases and can be chosen from three options: rich, medium, and Genotype-Phenotype Mapping Table ( poor. Figure 4a illustrates an example where the oasispoor environment is chosen. When the "Lock" button is pressed, the parameters are locked and the simulation gets ready to start. Ten individuals, randomly chosen from the population, are displayed on the right-hand side. After the evolutionary simulation, a test subject for the crossing experiment is selected by clicking on the individual in this panel. The user repeats these steps in the second tab ( Fig. 4b shows an example where the user chose the oasis-rich environment). In the "Crossing Experiment" tab, the selected individuals from the two populations are displayed. The pair attempts to mate when the "Cross" button is pressed. Children are born if they succeed (Fig. 4c) ; otherwise, the animation for copulation failure is displayed (Fig. 4d) (Fig. 1) , then filled in changes in mRNA and amino acid other than changes in the DNA base and phenotype. b After the hand throwing experiment, they filled in the flight distances of each generation per group, and then plotted a graph based on the average flight distance in each environment per generation calculated from all groups' scores.
partners, the criteria of which are described later. Two individuals from different environments are expected to have such dissimilar phenotypes that prezygotic isolation occurs.
Definitions of Genotype and Phenotype
An individual has a forewing and a hindwing, each of which has two loci with four alleles (nucleotides 
Flight Distance
We assume that the flight distance is determined only by the size of the wings, calculated as (hindwing − forewing) + 15. In other words, the flight distance increases with increasing hindwing size or decreasing forewing size. This equation is based on the Fig. 4 How to use OBS. In "Environment 1" (a) and "Environment 2" (b), users select the number of oases (rich or poor), enter values for the three parameters (population size, generation time, mutation rate) and then click "start" to begin the simulation. In this figure, a represents an oasis-poor environment, and b an oasis-rich environment, with the graph illustrating how the sizes of the forewing and hindwing and the flight distance change through 30 generations. Users can click on an individual to select it for copulation in its environment, and the individual will be surrounded by a square (a, b) ; then the selected individuals are displayed on the crossing experiment tab (c, d). In this tab, after clicking the "cross" button, users can observe whether the two individuals can copulate. If they can, an animation indicating successful copulation and their offspring is displayed (c).
If they cannot copulate, the animation shows unsuccessful copulation in that they approach each other and try to copulate, but separate immediately (d). Although we used the Japanese version of OBS for the student experiment, this figure depicts the English version. Users can easily select their language (English or Japanese) on the "language tab" at the top of the OBS window.
observation in the experiments by Yamanoi (2010) , where the students were encouraged to throw an origami bird with constant power to minimize the effect of the throwing motion.
Fitness Function
We assume that the optimal flight distance increases with fewer oases in the environment. The Gaussian function is adopted as a fitness function and normalized so that an individual with the optimal flight distance obtains the maximum fitness 1.0 (Lande 1975; Wagner 1989; Johnson and Barton 2005) . The fitness of individual i is defined as where x i is the flight distance divided by the maximum distance 30, x o is the optimal value in each environment (0.03 for oasis-rich, 0.5 for intermediate, and 0.97 for oasis-poor), and σ is fixed at 0.5 (Fig. 5 ).
Mutation Rate
The default mutation rate is 10 −2 per locus per generation. Although this is much higher than the estimated values in real organisms, it is necessary to shorten the waiting time to get an evolutionary outcome. Besides, it makes no qualitative difference to our purpose. The same value is assigned to the recombination rate. The user can alter the value between 10 −3 and 10 −1 .
Mating and Reproduction
A population with N individuals means N /2 parent pairs. Each pair lays 20 eggs if they can copulate; otherwise,
there are no eggs. Populations are isolated from each other and have no gene flows. Population size is constant and N children survive to the next reproduction. Roulette selection is performed based on the relative fitness of each individual. The survival probability of individual i is expressed as
Reproductive Isolation
We assume post-mating, prezygotic barriers. Copulation success in each generation and crossing experiment depends on the differences in wing sizes of the mating partners. First, the differences in forewing and hindwing sizes both need to be smaller than five. A male attempts to put his head through the partner's hindwing from behind if her hindwing is larger than her forewing (Fig. 6a) . In this case, his forewing ( Fig. 4c left) needs to be smaller than his partner's hindwing (Fig. 4c right) .
On the contrary, a male attempts to put the partner's tail through his forewing from behind if her hindwing is smaller than her forewing (Fig. 6b) . Here, the male's forewing needs to be larger than his partner's hindwing.
Student Experiment and Analysis of its Educational Effect
We conducted the student experiment in three Japanese high schools in 2011 (A high school in Tokyo, N = 11, male:female ratio = 6:5; B high school in Tochigi, N = 18, male:female = 10:8; C high school in Kyoto, N = 45, male:female = 15:30; total number of students = 74). Student experiments at high schools A and B were overseen by an author, whereas that at high school C was administered by the biology teacher at the school. (We explained the teaching method using our new protocol to him before the experiment.) The students were biology majors and had completed a course in evolutionary concepts (e.g., natural selection, mutation, microevolution, macroevolution, and biological species). It took two class sessions (45 min × 2) to complete the process. In the first session (about 70 min), we performed the origami bird experiment (by hand throwing) using the new protocol. In the closing stage of this session, the teacher emphasized that evolutionary trajectories varied depending on the environment by showing the aggregated results for all the groups; see Figure 10 in Yamanoi et al. 2012a .
In the next session (20 min), the teacher performed the computer simulation experiment using OBS, projecting the simulation process on the screen in front of the class. Before the simulation, the teacher asked the students "What will happen to populations of origami birds in each environment after 30 generations? Will speciation occur?" Then, the teacher explained that OBS was built based on similar settings (e.g., adaptive wing shape in each environment) to those in the hand throwing origami bird experiment and that pairs could copulate if their wing sizes were similar. The teacher performed simulations under two conditions that differed only with respect to population size: large (population size 50, mutation rate 0.005, observation period 30), and small (population size 10, mutation rate 0.005, observation period 30). The simulation was repeated two or three times for each condition. Teachers selected two or three pairs and crossed these birds in the 30th generation separately for each condition. In the first case, the teacher showed the simulation result where a bird from an oasis-rich environment and one from an oasis-poor environment could not copulate after 30 generations and explained that these populations had become different species based on the biological species concept. In the second case, the teacher showed that sometimes two populations did not reach speciation and explained that the intensity of directional natural selection was weak and the effect of genetic drift became perceptible with a small population size. We used the questionnaire method to compare the students' understanding before and after the experiment. Our learning objective was that students should be able to understand evolutionary mechanisms by presenting the link between DNA mutation and speciation. We evaluated their understanding thereof by asking to what extent DNA mutation affects speciation (Table 1) . Each question is related to either the link between DNA mutation and genetic diversity (Q.4), phenotype change (Q.3, 5), natural selection (Q.6), speciation (Q.7), or species diversity (Q.8). Furthermore, as the premise of these questions, we also asked for a definition of mutation (Q.1, 2). The validity of our questionnaire was confirmed by a preliminary survey of graduate students and post-doctoral fellows studying evolution in a Japanese national graduate school (n = 16, average years studying evolution: 5.6 years). Subjects were given five choices for each question (strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, and completely disagree). We adopted eight questions that received consistent responses; two questions about the definition of evolution and the role of genetic drift in the process of speciation were excluded based on the results of our preliminary survey. Over 80 % of the subjects answered "strongly agree" or "agree" for the eight questions, except for question 2, which was the only question requiring reversed responses. The numbers of "strongly agree" and "agree" responses (%) for each question were: Q.1 62.5, 25; Q.3 87.5, 12.5; Q.4 81.3, 12.5; Q.5 87.5, 6.3; Q.6 68.8, 12.5; Q.7 75.0, 18.8; and Q.8 75.0, 18.8. For question 2, over 80 % of the subjects answered "disagree" (12.5 %) or "completely disagree" (87.5 %). The reliability of our questionnaire was confirmed by re-testing the same subjects. Approximately 80 % of the responses were identical to those in the first test. The pre-experiment questionnaire was completed before the handthrowing experiment, while the post-experiment one was administered after the computer simulation experiment. In this way, we investigated the combined educational Fig. 6 Copulation methods in origami birds. Yellow individuals are female, blue ones are male. If the differences in the forewing and hindwing sizes of the two partners are small, copulation will occur in OBS. The copulation method (a or b) depends on the shapes of the partners' wings. We assume that if the female's forewing is smaller than her hindwing, the male attempts to put his head through his partner's hindwing from behind (a). Alternatively, the male attempts to put the partner's tail through his forewing from behind if the female's forewing is larger than her hindwing (b). Table 1 effects of the hand-throwing experiment with the new protocol and the computer simulation experiment using OBS. The pre-and post-experiment questionnaires were almost identical, except that two questions were added to the post-experiment questionnaire. One was "Did your understanding of DNA, evolution and biodiversity change after the experiment?" Responses could be selected from five options (changed significantly, changed slightly, unaware of any change, changed minimally, did not change). If a student's response was "changed significantly" or "changed slightly, " we also asked him/her to elaborate on the reasons. The other question was "Please write down your impressions about the experiment. "
Results
An increase in "strongly agree" responses in several questions was noted after the experiment (Table 2) ; the number of "strongly agree" responses to question 7, in particular, showed a 30 % increase in the post-test. To confirm whether each student response changed to a more positive one after the experiment, we assumed each nominal scale to be an equal interval and scored each response as follows: strongly agree = five points, agree = four points, neutral = three points, disagree = two points, and completely disagree = one point. Note that this scoring was reversed for question 2. The scores increased significantly after the experiment for seven out of the ten questions (p < 0.05, paired t test, questions 1, 3, 6-8; Fig. 7) . No questions achieved a lower score for the post-test.
Most students (71 %) responded that their understanding of DNA, evolution, and biodiversity changed after the experiment (Fig. 8) . The free description of the improvement included comments on the effect of population size and time on the speciation process (n = 6), genetic drift (n = 5), evolutionary mechanisms (n = 4), the link between the mutation and speciation processes (n = 3), stochasticity of the simulation (n = 3), and noting that DNA alterations do not always cause a change in phenotype (n = 2), mutation is not synonymous with speciation (n = 2), and speciation can occur more easily than the student thought (n = 2). Other minor comments are listed below: "Before this experiment, I had associated mutations with white snakes and limbless animals, not with speciation. Now I realize that mutations will lead to speciation after tens of thousands of years" (High school A, female); "I understood that genetic drift has stronger effects on evolution than natural selection does" (High school C, male).
Student impressions (n > 1) given as free comments included the following: interesting (n = 20), promotes understanding about evolutionary mechanisms (n = 12), surprised that random DNA alteration causes adaptation (n = 3), want to use OBS by myself and run simulations under many other conditions (n = 3), surprised that bird morphology can affect its flight distance (n = 2), easy to understand (n = 2), and began to feel that evolution is understandable (n = 2).
Discussion
We determined the combined educational effects of the hand-throwing experiment with the new protocol and the computer simulation experiment using OBS by comparing the students' responses before and after the experiment. The improved scores for questions 6-8 and the fact that most students (71 %) responded that their understanding of DNA, evolution, and biodiversity improved after the experiment (Figs. 7, 8) indicate that the experiment enhanced students' understanding of the link between altering the DNA, natural selection, speciation, and species diversity. The scores for question 7, in particular, increased significantly after the experiment. Since content regarding the link between altering the DNA and speciation was introduced into the old protocol by this research, this significant increase is considered to be derived from the introduction of the revised protocol of the hand-throwing experiment and the computer simulation experiment using OBS.
Free format comments on the improved understanding included references to the effect of population size and time on the speciation process, genetic drift, and the stochasticity of the simulation. Since the content related to these comments was included in the computer simulation experiment with OBS, these improvements are considered to have occurred as a result of the simulation software. However, to reveal the precise educational effects of the experiment using OBS, a questionnaire survey needs to be administered between the hand-throwing and computer simulation experiments and the responses compared.
From the scores for question 2, many students seemed to confuse mutation with speciation as reported in previous studies on the origami bird (Yamanoi 2008 (Yamanoi , 2010 . Some students seemed to improve their understanding through the experiment as the proportion of "completely disagree" responses increased from 17.1 to 25.4 %. However, teachers should be careful to explain the meanings of each term before they perform the experiments using our protocol. The scores for questions 4 and 5 did not increase, presumably because the score before the experiment was already high (4.61 and 4.60, respectively).
Most of these results support the hypothesis that the students' understanding improved as a result of the experiment. We expect that if students could operate the OBS themselves, they would understand the evolutionary process even more because of curiosity. However, the origami bird experiment using the OBS simulation could result in some misunderstandings: some students erroneously thought that speciation occurs in a short time, and they overestimated the power of genetic drift on the evolutionary mechanism. Teachers should be aware that the speciation process that occurs over hundreds of thousands of years is taught as an event that lasts only 90 min for descriptive purposes. Combined usage of other teaching resources focusing on the timescale of speciation (e.g., Metzger 2011) could be effective. In a future experiment, students will run the simulation with three population sizes (large: n = 100, medium: n = 30, small: n = 10). This should enable them to understand that the effect of natural selection due to genetic drift is noticeable if the population size is large, whereas it is not perceptible when the population size is small. We preliminarily performed this experiment for seven groups under each condition. The average ratio of successive mating was 26 % (large), 37 % (medium), 33 % (small), which supported our prediction. Although the average ratio of successive mating with a small population (33 %) was lower than that with a medium population size (37 %), the ratios with a small population fluctuated more, indicating that genetic drift masks the effects of natural selection. As there are only a few teaching resources for understanding the balance of natural selection and genetic drift (e.g., Russo and Voloch 2012) , the OBS will be a useful addition.
Conclusion
We modified the origami bird protocol with hand throwing (Westerling 1992; Yamanoi et al. 2012a, b) and developed the OBS computer simulation software to demonstrate evolutionary mechanisms from DNA alteration to speciation. Modification of the enhanced protocol and introduction of the OBS simulations improved the students' understanding of these evolutionary processes. We intend to alter the experiment to include student execution of the OBS. If students were able to operate the simulation directly, they would gain a more intuitive understanding of evolutionary mechanisms by freely changing the parameters of the OBS out of curiosity. Our assessment method was not adequate for measuring the diversity and frequency of the key concepts included in the students' answers about evolution (Nehm and Schonfeld 2008; Speth et al. 2009 ). In future experiments, we intend confirming whether students apply the principles of mutation, natural selection, and speciation to explain how real organisms' populations change over time using a variety of assessment methods such as open-response instruments. The source code and executable program of OBS are available at https://github.com/heavywatal/oribir/. We expect that the OBS will be used for evolution education in secondary schools and universities in many countries around the globe.
